Tone is an LED task light that balances price and performance like no other in its category. It adjusts and dims to put the perfect amount of light right where you want it, drawing just over six watts with an energy-saving nine-hour auto-shutoff. The light also capitalizes on the latest advances in LED technology to produce alluring illumination that makes everyone look their best. Made in the USA, Tone boasts a small footprint and will last more than 20 years, making it one of the best values on the LED market.

**Designer**
Tom Newhouse

**Benefits**
- Provides precise control over what is illuminated, particularly with articulating arm option
- Delivers value through easy adjustability, dimming, and auto-shutoff
- Compact design leaves room for other items on worksurface

**Warranty**
5 years
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Key Features

1. **Energy-Saving LED**
   The LED light draws just over six watts, shuts off automatically, and lasts 50,000 hours.

2. **Small Footprint**
   Tone has a six-inch diameter base, leaving lots of room on the worksurface for your work.

3. **Adjustable**
   Both versions of Tone swivel at the base, providing control over what is illuminated. And with the articulated arm version, that control is precise.
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Sustainability

[Click here](link) to see how Tone meets your environmental goals.

3D Models

[View model library](link)